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Abstract

Building on more than two years of collective field test time with spacesuit simulators, the University of Maryland
has begun the development and testing of a fourth generation suit simulator: the MX-D. Like the preceding designs, the
MX-D was developed to replicate the bulk, restrictions, and workload impact of pressurized suits to the extent practical
in the analog environment. One of the major advances in the previous design was the incorporation of a backpack frame
internal to the suit, which allowed load transfer from the shoulders to the hips, resulting in greater wearer comfort.
All previous suit versions incorporated a commercial liquid cooling vest and an ice water cooling reservoir in the
backpack. The suit backpack mounts a LiFePO4 battery to power both the liquid cooling pump and separate ventilation
fans for the helmet and the limbs of the wearer. The next-generation MX-D has been designed in response to user
comments in extended testing at HI-SEAS. For safety, the design incorporates “bail-out” options, allowing the wearer
to egress the suit unaided in less than thirty seconds. It is also designed for simple replenishment of both batteries
and cooling reservoirs in the field. Dual ice water containers and batteries are incorporated to provide continuous
operation during changeouts, and were made highly modular to facilitate suited changeout by other personnel in the
field. External service ports also allow using external cooling and power during an EVA, such as during traverses on
an appropriately-equipped rover. By providing simple in-situ resupply, the MX-D suits do not place any constraints
on the duration of EVA simulations. A redesigned helmet and ventilation system improves visibility and safety, while
increasing ventilation rates and user comfort. The MX-D garment and helmet have also been designed to allow their
use in underwater simulations.

I. Introduction

With the rebirth of recent interest in extended human Mars exploration, there has been a worldwide expansion
of the use of analog field testing to better understand the issues and challenges with extended surface operations.
To accurately model the environment for crew performing surface exploration, there is a real need for realistic suit
simulators which replicate the gross properties of a pressure suit without the logistics and safety implications of an
actual pressurized suit.

The University of Maryland (UMd) Space Systems Laboratory (SSL) has been pursuing the development of higher
fidelity suit simulators for a number of years, dating back to a joint University of Maryland/Arizona State University
series of field trials sponsored by the NASA Lunar Applied Science and Exploration Research (LASER) program.1

Two generations of suit simulators (MX-A/MX-B) were developed by UMd and were tested during these field trials;
these suits were later loaned to the first Hawaii Space Exploration Analog Simulations (HI-SEAS) long-duration field
study of crew isolation. Based on crew feedback from the first four-month HI-SEAS test as well as lessons learned
in analog simulations in the Arizona desert, the SSL developed the MX-C suit simulator, and supplied two suits to
HI-SEAS for the subsequent three extended studies with durations of four, eight, and twelve months.2

Based on more than two years of nearly-continuous field testing of these MX-C suit simulators, UMd has begun
the development and testing of a fourth generation of suit simulator: the MX-D series. Like the preceding designs, the
MX-D has been developed to replicate the bulk, restrictions, and workload impact of pressurized suits to the extent
practical in the analog environment. One of the primary trade-offs in this process is balancing suit joint torque fidelity
against overall suit weight, with a strong desire to keep the ”on-back” weight of the suit simulator representative of
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that of an actual pressure suit in the reduced-gravity environment of the moon or Mars. One of the major advances
in the MX-C design was the incorporation of an internal backpack frame in the suit, which allows transfer of loads
on the wearer from the shoulders to the hips, resulting in greater comfort at equivalent loads. All of the prior series
incorporated liquid cooling through the use of a commercial liquid cooling vest and the provision of a water/ice cooling
reservoir in the backpack. The integral backpack is also used for mounting a LiFePO4 battery to power both the liquid
cooling pump and separate ventilation fans for the helmet and the limbs of the wearer.

II. Results from Prior Suit Simulator Testing

The Space Systems Laboratory (SSL) at the University of Maryland (UMd) has been involved with pressure suit
design, fabrication, and testing for more than twenty years. Starting in 2010, the SSL started a parallel development
effort in space suit simulators, in support of a series of field tests to be conducted in collaboration with the Arizona
State University School of Earth and Space Exploration. Seven year later, this process has resulted in three successive
generations of suit simulators, with extensive operational experience through both the UMd/ASU field trials and use
in all four initial long-duration isolation studies at the HI-SEAS facility in Hawaii. To motivate the requirements for
the next generation of suit simulator, it is useful to briefly describe each preceding version, results from field testing,
and the rationale for changes made to subsequent units.

The fundamental requirements for all of these suits is consistent: to represent the restrictions and increased phys-
iological workload of a pressure suit for analog field testing in a manner which is safe and supportable within the
limitations of the simulation. While early Desert RATS testing used full pressure suits, this required a comparatively
large support staff of suit technicians and safety personnel accompanying the test subjects throughout the EVA sortie.3

The demands of a full pressure suit in Earth gravity led to much shorter EVA simulations than the 6-7 hours typical in
the later Apollo missions. The paradigm promoted here is similar to that of the NASA HI-SEAS simulations: realistic
EVA simulations without support personnel, ideally in equivalent duration and traverse distances to those which would
be attempted on the Moon or Mars.

There is no real effort to make joint torques representative of those on the current extravehicular mobility unit
(EMU) or any other pressure suit under current development or consideration for future human exploration missions.
The intent is to develop a suit which simulates the space suits to be used a decade or more in the future, and much of
the current development work is aimed at reducing joint torques, making fidelity in this parameter a case of shooting
at a moving target. Much more important, however, is attempting to get a closer correlation between suit weight on the
wearer in Earth analog conditions to be more representative of that for exploration of Mars or (even more difficult) the
Moon. While nothing can be done in the field to relieve the test subject of an appropriate percentage of their own body
weight, reducing suit weight provides a more realistic simulation of the external loads on the body during simulated
EVA operations.

Another high-priority goal of these suit simulator designs is to replicate the sensory environment of a pressure suit
to the test subject. In many ways, a pressure suit isolates the wearer from the environment. A planetary geologist,
for example, will not be able to hold a sample up to their eyes, or get down on the ground to examine something
closely in situ, or to use many of the tools which are standard in Earth field geology. Auditory inputs are limited to
the communications system, with the overlay of helmet ventilation noise. Manual interactions are reduced by bulky
gloves, restricting both tactile feedback and fine motor control for digital manipulation. To these ends, all of the UMd
suit simulators feature “sealed” suit envelopes with active ventilation, and the use of bulky gloves somewhat reflective
of the limitations of pressurized gloves. These features were what made the MX-series of suit simulators ideal for
use at HI-SEAS, as the isolation from the environment was required by the science investigators for this series of
predominantly psychosocial isolation tests.

A. MX-A

The first University of Maryland suit simulator was designated MX-A, to differentiate it from the line of actual pressure
suits developed in the Space Systems Laboratory with numerical designations (MX-1, MX-2...) It was first used in
2010 in conjunction with testing of the RAVEN astronaut support rover in a demonstration at the Desert Research and
Technology Studies (D-RATS) testing of that year.4

MX-A set the general pattern for the line of UMd suit simulators, based on the use of a fabric garment consisting
of two layers of ripstop nylon fabric filled with a polyester batting material. This sandwich construction provided a
representation of the general bulk of a pressurized suit around the wearer, along with restrictions on joint motion. The
suit was a two-piece garment with a waist entry closed by a zipper. The suit featured a separate integrated helmet and
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backpack, which was connected to the wearer by external shoulder and waist straps. The MX-A backpack featured the
fan for helmet ventilation and required battery, as well as mounting for audio communications. The test subject wore
a cap with dual earphones and a microphone for audio communications. This suit was initially used without any form
of active cooling for the wearer; in subsequent tests, a commercial off-the-shelf water cooling system consisting of a
vest with water flow tubes for the user, and an ice bath with submersible pump in the backpack. The heat collection
limitations of the ice bath limited test operations to approximately one hour in length.

Testing revealed a number of shortcomings to this first design effort. The sizing of the garment was done incor-
rectly, so the suit only fit people of small stature comfortably. The backpack straps, carrying the weight of both the
backpack systems and the hemispherical helmet, were fatiguing for the wearer after a time, and created localized pain
where the load-carrying straps contacted the wearer’s body. The helmet mounting ring attached to the backpack did
remove the helmet weight from the wearer’s neck, but resulted in poor sealing to the suit garment, sometimes leaving
a noticeable gap between the suit and the helmet. Despite these significant drawbacks, MX-A was used for UMd/ASU
field trials in 2010, and was an alternate suit used in field trials in 2011 and 2012, as well as for the first HI-SEAS
mission.

B. MX-B

As the UMd/ASU field tests proceeded, there was a requirement to move to two-person EVA simulations. Rather
than duplicate the MX-A, the second suit simulator was designed based on lessons learned from the MX-A, and was
designated MX-B. This suit simulator went to a “bubble”-type helmet, providing a better contact with the suit envelope
but requiring some addition connections and steps in the donning process. The system for securing the backpack was
still external shoulder and waist straps, although they were padded for additional user comfort.

The MX-B suit envelope retained most of the design approaches of the MX-A, but the two-piece waist-entry suit
was completely changed to a single-piece garment with dual zippers starting at the center of the lower back, each
running laterally around the waist and then diagonally up the torso to their closed position just below the helmet
mounting ring. This approach allowed the test subject internal access to the torso area to accommodate mating of fluid
connections and adjustment of shoulder and waist harnesses after the backpack was in place but before the suit was
closed out. An attempt was made to increase the size of the suit to allow larger wearers, but this proved to be only a
marginal increase in the permissible size range. Two high-speed fans mounted in the backpack provided much greater
airflow than the solitary MX-A fan, but proved to be extremely noisy external to the suit. (The noise was mitigated
internally by the ducting and sound-adsorbent mounting system.)

The MX-B was the primary suit for the second and third UMd/ASU field trials in Northern Arizona,5,6,7 and
was the first suit supplied to HI-SEAS midway through the four-month-long first mission. It mitigated many of the
problems of MX-A, with a superior helmet design and an improved backpack. It still had issues with sizing and
long-duration comfort of the backpack system, however. When HI-SEAS contacted the Space Systems Laboratory
seeking the loan of the suits, MX-A was held back long enough to modify it to take a duplicate MX-B backpack prior
to shipment.

Figure 1. MX-A suit simulator in field tests in Northern Arizona
(2010)

Figure 2. MX-B suit simulator in field tests in Northern Arizona
(2012)
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C. MX-C

After two months of fairly intensive use of MX-A and MX-B during the latter half of the first HI-SEAS mission, both
suits were returned to UMd with some constructive criticism from the HI-SEAS crew. Rather than attempt to modify
and upgrade the older suits, the SSL decided to focus on an improved suit design, with two suits being constructed in
parallel in order to get them back to HI-SEAS in time for the start of the second four-month mission. These two units
became the MX-C suits, which were used at HI-SEAS for four months during Mission 2, eight months for Mission 3,
and a year for Mission 4 (Figure 3).

Figure 3. MX-C suit simulators in use at NASA HI-SEAS analog site

Starting from the suit’s wearer outwards, the MX-C design featured a modified high-end backpack frame with
padded straps to transfer most of the backpack weight onto the subject’s hips and off of their shoulders. The new
backpack was designed to clip onto the round tubes of the backpack frame, but in practice proved to be difficult to
ensure that it was locked on and challenging to release and take off. Practically, the MX-C suit envelope is used with
the backpack always attached to the garment. Feedback from HI-SEAS users was generally positive about the effect
of the backpack frame in relieving weight concentrations on the shoulders, but the shape of the frame (particularly,
the two ends of the vertical rails, which were bent backwards approximately 30o) put stress on the suit garment at the
back, which caused zippers to fail multiple times in the field.

MX-A/B users complained about the lack of air circulation inside the suit other than in the helmet, resulting in
excess sweating along the extremities. To address this concern, the MX-C backpack incorporated dual ventilation fans:
a small fan for helmet ventilation, and a larger squirrel-cage fan for providing air through polyethylene tubes down
the ams and legs after the fan exhaust flow was split four ways via a 3D-printed air plenum. The ventilation design
injected air into the helmet and at the distal ends of the extremities, with air flow running up the arms and legs and
down out of the helmet to be exhausted through the backpack itself. This solution itself proved to be problematical:
the ventilation tubes were prone to crimping, and the added cross-section of the tubes exacerbated the problem of the
arms and legs being too tight for the wearer’s comfort.

The MX-C suits were used successfully over two years of HI-SEAS analog simulations. The suits were returned to
UMd after Mission 2 (a four-month simulation), but in the short time before the start of Mission 3 only minor repairs
could be made before returning the suits to Hawaii. The suits were kept in Hawaii for public outreach activities after
the eight months of Mission 3, and so continued without substantial repairs throughout the year-long Mission 4.

The focus of the HI-SEAS simulation is on psychosocial issues, and from that standpoint the role of the suits is to
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provide isolation from the external environment. The HI-SEAS test subjects also have the option of using standard or
slightly modified hazardous material handling (“hazmat”) suits for EVAs, which are simpler to put on and lighter to
wear, albeit at much lower fidelity to an actual EVA experience. Some of the mission crews wanted to enhance EVA
fidelity, and tended to use the MX-C suits whenever possible. Other crews regarded EVA as more of a recreational
activity, and tended to prefer the simpler hazmat suits.a The Mission 4 crew seldom chose to use the MX-C suits,
so in mid-simulation one was returned to UMd for analysis and in-house simulations, since the remaining MX-C suit
fulfilled the needs of that HI-SEAS crew.

A detailed list of MX-C suit component masses is given in Table 1. As shown, the total mass of the suit in
operations is 27.1 kg, which assumes the use of the larger (8.5L) reservoir. For shorter duration sorties, a smaller
(3.9L) reservoir can be substituted, reducing the total mass of the MX-C by 6.5 kg, but cutting the functional duration
with cooling from 60-90 minutes to approximately 30 minutes.

Table 1. Component weights of the MX-C spacesuit simulator

Component Mass (kg)
Garment 5.97
Backpack 6.32
Battery 2.81

Cooling system 1.69
Cooling water/ice 8.14

Cooling vest 0.71
Helmet 1.35
Gloves 0.14
Total 27.13

In the nominal (large reservoir) configuration, the total weight carried by the MX-C wearer is 266 N. In comparison
to the lunar EVA mass of an Apollo A7L-B of 96.2 kg,8 the appropriate apparent weight of a simulated suit for Mars
would be 358 N, or for the Moon the simulated suit weight should be 151 N. Thus, the current MX-C suit is lighter
than the equivalent mass for an Apollo-type suit used for Mars exploration, but considerably heavier than would be
appropriate for a simulation of a lunar EVA suit. This challenge of weight-matching a suit simulator for Earth analog
testing to a lunar suit is considerable, and will become even harder as advances in technology focus on reducing EVA
suit weight.

III. MX-D Development Activities

With the completion of the fourth HI-SEAS mission, both of the MX-C suits were returned to UMd. After two
years of testing at HI-SEAS, the SSL team had received a great deal of feedback on the use of the MX-C suits in
extended field operations. Some issues, such as lack of suit sizing flexibility, were known from the outset. Other issues
were discovered in extended use, such as the need for in-field replenishment of the batteries and cooling ice supply.
Given a more extensive use of the MX-C series than any other suit simulator in existence, the UMd team decided to
use that knowledge to produce the “ultimate” space suit simulator: the MX-D. In order to leverage available resources,
some of the development was “packaged” into projects for 5-6 person teams in ENAE 100, the freshman “Introduction
to Aerospace Engineering” seminar at the University of Maryland. Others have been pursued on an as-time-allots
basis by faculty and students of the Space Systems Laboratory.

A. Suit Ventilation

One of the consistent comments from HI-SEAS test subjects concerned the suit ventilation system. In the MX-C, a
small squirrel-cage blower (Sparkfun COM-11270) was dedicated to helmet ventilation, while a larger squirrel-cage
(Rule 35535-0010) provided the air flow for the arms and legs. General feedback was that while the helmet airflow
was adequate, they would have preferred a higher flow rate for both cooling effects and to eliminate the infrequent

aOne thing true for all crews was that the MX-C suits were strongly preferred for photo opportunities, as they are far more representative of
actual space suits than the hazmat suits are.
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instances of fogging in the helmet under times of high physiological workload. Also mentioned earlier, the arm and
leg ventilation tubes were problematic in that they tended to kink or collapse when inside the suit next to the wearer’s
body, thereby preventing air circulation to that limb.

A team of freshman students in ENAE 100 undertook a test program to find alternatives for the suit ventilation fans
and the air ducting system. The desire was to replace the simple 0.5in Viton tubing used in the MX-C with oval wire-
reinforced tubing, as used in the ventilation tubing of A7L and EMU suit systems. It was discovered that this tubing is
proprietary to ILC-Dover, so the choice was made to use 15mm diameter respirator tubing, which is reinforced with a
helical plastic element. Since this particular tubing has a smooth inner surface and larger internal diameter, it provided
greater flow rates than the Viton tubing. Design for the MX-D has also focused on ensuring that free cross-sectional
area for the wearer’s limbs is accommodated in addition to the area of the ventilation tubing. A segment of 25mm
diameter respirator tubing is used to supply vent air to the helmet.

Five different fans were tested for performance and noise levels as potential air movers, as the units were not
supplied with detailed performance data. The two fans used in the MX-C were tested as baseline systems, but the
selection criteria focused on fans other than squirrel-cage blowers in an attempt to reduce the power load of the
ventilation system. One fan was a high-capacity axial impeller fan (Amarine 130CFM 12V), originally built as a
bilge pump blower for boats. This fan is similar to the squirrel-cage units in that it is unable to provide flow against
a back-pressure greater than 2-3 cm of water, which is not a significant problem for an unpressurized suit simulator.
The other two air blowers (Airhead AHP-12H and Intex Quick-Fill) were piston-based systems, which are capable of
moving air against a significant back-pressure. These units were chosen with thought to a longer-range desire to create
a fully pressurized suit capable of being used in analog field tests, which would be pressurized to at least 3-4 psid.

Results of the fan testing are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The smaller (Sparkfun) MX-C squirrel-cage lower maxed
out at 10W, as per its specifications, but only delivered a marginally-acceptable 4 CFM to the helmet. The larger (Rule)
MX-C fan for body ventilation had flow rates between 35-55 CFM, but required 50 W to achieve the higher-end of
that range. This fan was, however, the quietest of all of the units tested. This unit could have supported the entire
needs of the MX-C without the smaller unit. However, due to its high power draw, the smaller fan was used for the
critical helmet ventilation, allowing the body ventilation system to be shut down by the wearer as needed if battery
energy levels became critical and allowing the user to compete the EVA simulation without having to “break sim” and
remove the helmet for fresh air.

Figure 4. Fan flow rate based on power draw Figure 5. Fan noise at operating conditions

The two piston-pumps (Airhead and Intex) proved to be wholly unacceptable for this purpose. In addition to
extremely high power draws (maximums of 50 and 70 W), they moved an insufficient volume of air to meet ventilation
requirements. They were also the noisiest of all the units tested, with one exceeding 110 dB. The Amarine axial-
impeller unit, however, proved to meet all of the needs of the MX-D ventilation system. This fan moved from 30-50
CFM, depending on the voltage applied, at a maximum power drain of 25 W. At the same 10W power level as the
MX-C helmet fan, the axial fan still moved nearly 40 CFM, which was found to be sufficient to supply both the helmet
and the limbs with ventilation air. Following these tests, a flow splitter was designed and 3D printed, which supplied
air to one 25mm and four 15mm vent tubes, and the entire system was installed in an MX-C suit for evaluation. Testing
in situ showed that the helmet ventilation tube supplied 6-8 CFM throughout the operating range, and the worst-case
limb ventilation rate was 2-3 CFM. Test subjects in the MX-C retrofitted with the Amarine fan and distribution system
reported noticeable air flow along all four limbs, and good air supply inside the helmet with no fogging apparent, even
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under high work loads.

B. Active Cooling System

It is worth noting that, of the 27.1 kg total mass of the MX-C, 20.3 kg is located in or on the backpack, with weight
transferred to the wearer via the backpack frame in the garment. (In fact, the garment mass doubled between the
MX/A-B and MX-C series due to the addition of the internal backpack frame.) Of that mass, half is comprised of the
cooling ice water supply and its associated reservoir and water pump. A significant additional mass is contributed by
the battery, which is required to power the cooling system.

All field test experiences with suit simulators confirm that active cooling of the wearer is required, even in cooler
environments such as high altitudes and winter testing. The thickness of the suit garment provides a high-efficiency
insulation around the wearer which will result in overheating without it. To date, all cooling has been done with a
Veskimo COTS cooling vest and the associated ice bath, using a submersible pump built into the ice water reservoir to
move the cold liquid through the tubes of the vest. This system has worked adequately in all test situations. However,
even using the larger standard reservoir (1 gallon) fully packed with crushed or block ice, the cooling capacity is
limited to about one hour under continual usage. The test subjects at HI-SEAS adopted a procedure wherein the
cooling system was turned off during low-demand activities (such as a nominal traverse over smooth terrain), and
turned on for high-intensity activities such as moving through volcanic terrain or moving along steep surfaces. This
approach provided acceptable cooling for 2-2.5 hours, but still resulted in completely melted ice and lack of cooling
around that time. For that reason, the HI-SEAS crews would often select the hazmat suits instead of MX-C suits for
extended EVA operations, as the lighter weight garments were cooler, even without any cooling other than a ventilation
fan. The pumps in the commercial units also had very low water flow rates, and were prone to blockage and pump
failure against the back pressure of the extended tubing of the cooling vest.

As part of the MX-D design activities, the UMd team wanted to improve the cooling system to include ice-bath
changeout in the field. While the vests themselves were found to work well, it was thought that moving away from the
submersible pump to a system which could intake water uphill in a siphon tube would allow the cooling pump to be
built into the backpack, with only fluid connections to the replaceable ice bath containers.

Another ENAE 100 team undertook the examination of potential water pumps for the MX-D cooling system. The
performance of the four water pumps tested is shown in Figure 6. The stock pump in the Veskimo reservoir produces
a flow rate of 7-8 ml/sec at a maximum power draw of 3 W, but has proven susceptible to fouling due to impurities
in the cooling water supply. The second pump tested was a Seaflo Series 21 diaphragm pump capable of driving the
water flow cycle using a siphon tube as an intake from the ice bath. Although capable of much higher flow rates (as
high as 40-45 ml/sec), it maxed out at an order of magnitude greater power requirements than the baseline unit. The
Seaflo unit also proved to be both noisy and objectionably vibration-prone. Since even this pump was limited in its
ability to create an intake vacuum without priming, two submersible pumps were procured and tested. The Mavel Star
pump produced flow rates up to 10 mL/sec, but at 13-14 W of power. The Docooler brushless pump was found to
move more than twice the water per unit time at the same power levels as the baseline Veskimo unit. Despite the fact
a self-priming suction pump would have simplified the process of interchanging the water reservoirs, the low price
of the Docoolersubmersion pump (<$10) made it feasible to adopt a separate water pump in each reservoir. Since a
pump failure is one of the primary failure modes of this system, it was recognized that having each reservoir contain
its own pump would allow a quick solution in the field to a cooling system failure.

Once the new submersible pump was selected, the ENAE 100 team was tasked with testing the feasibility of
investigating variable speed settings on the cooling pump to control ice usage. The test set-up, shown in Figure 7, had
the gallon-sized ice bath with water being pumped by the Docooler unit through the Veskimo liquid cooling vest. To
ensure a consistent heating rate, the vest was immersed in a water bath being kept at a constant 100oF by an immersion
circulator. This test showed that there is minimal variation in the rate of temperature increase in the water bath across
all four run conditions (pump operated at 6, 8, 10, and 12 VDC). All four test conditions showed fairly steady increase
in reservoir temperature until about half an hour had elapsed, at which point the ice was completely melted and the
temperature rise rate increased sharply as the heat was then entirely going into raising the enthalpy of the water in
the reservoir. In considering these results, the team came to the realization that the test apparatus does not provide
a constant heating rate, as the immersion circulator can increase its power to maintain a constant temperature in the
water bath around the cooling vest. The lowest speed setting shows the most rapid initial temperature rise in the
reservoir, as the cooling water is passing through the vest more slowly and carries more heat out of the isothermal bath
around the vest. It is possible, in the case of human testing, that the slower flow rates could be more economical on
cooling capacity when the wearer is not generating a great deal of waste heat over and above basal metabolic rates. In
any case, these preliminary tests confirmed the in situ subjective reports that the current system is sufficient for about
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Figure 6. Ice bath temperature over time as a function of pump voltage

an hour of steady-state cooling, even with a more effective water pump.

Figure 7. Test set-up for testing system cooling performance
Figure 8. Ice water bath temperature as a function of pump supply
voltage

On a more theoretical level, the heat of melting of ice is 80 kcal/kg. The ice in the reservoir cools the wearer both
by melting and by heating the resulting water from 0(o)C to approximately 30(o)C, which adds another 30 kcal/kg of
cooling solution. While the water reservoir will asymptotically approach human body temperature of 37(o)C, Figure
8 illustrates that this is a slow process; it is probably more reasonable to select a terminal temperature that represents
the loss of perceptible cooling to the test subject, in this case 30(o)C. At the EMU PLSS design limiting cooling rate
of 1000 BTU/hr (252 kcal/hr), the 8.1 kg maximum load of ice in the larger MX-C cooling would be adequate for 2.6
hours of cooling in an ideal case. In reality, there is no reason to assume that the wearer’s total metabolic workload is
limited to 1000 BTU/hr, and the system cannot function if totally filled with ice due to the lack of water for circulation
through the cooling vest. Any portion of the reservoir filled with water at initial conditions is limited to 30 kcal/kg
of cooling, as opposed to 110 kcal for starting with ice and reaching the same final 30(o)C temperature. The results
in Figure /reffig:iceboats also illustrates the non-ideal nature of this system, as the water temperature measured in
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the reservoir starts to increase from the beginning of the test. This is due to the limited ice surface available to melt
and cool the liquid, which is exacerbated by the use of block ice rather than crushed or cubed ice. Use of smaller
ice particles in the aggregate would maintain reservoir liquid temperature more effectively during the time the ice is
melting, but reduces the overall cooling available by reducing total initial ice load. The use of a 50/50 mixture of ice
and water in the larger MX-C reservoir would, with all other conditions being the same, reduce the theoretical cooling
time at 1000 BTU/hr usage rate by almost half an hour down to 2.2 hours. The subjective experience of about an hour
of effective cooling time at a nominal exertion rate could be treated either as an indication of about 50% efficiency
in the cooling system, or a design exertion rate of 2000 BTU/hr (504 kcal/hr) for a perfectly efficient system; either
produces the same results in the design process. In either perspective, one kg of ice bath will provide approximately
eight minutes of cooling at nominal EVA work levels.

The current design for the MX-D cooling system features a standard ice water reservoir incorporating dedicated
submersible water pumps. The suit backpack has a hatch for the tank to be inserted from the back by an EVA partner,
mating fluid and electrical couplers at the top of the tank as it is inserted into the backpack. A spring-loaded latch holds
the tank in position, and can be manually released by the EVA “buddy” to allow the ice-depleted tank to be removed
for replacement. Either EVA sorties can be planned to return to a base with an insulated container of reservoirs, or
extended traverses to be performed in conjunction with a support rover could use the rover to carry a supply of cooling
reservoirs. While these approaches are somewhat cumbersome, they represent the limitation of using water ice to
regulate thermal comfort of the wearer.

C. Power System

The power system for the MX-C is a 12.8V, 26.4 A-hr LiFePO4 battery, with an energy capacity of 338 W-hrs. The
use of lithium-based batteries of this size has a number of operational issues, including the inability to air-freight the
batteries to and from Hawaii. The batteries weigh 2.81 kg, which is weight in the backpack which must be carried by
the suit wearer. In the MX-C, the battery is on the bottom of the backpack (to keep the backpack center of gravity as
low as possibleb), with the water cooling reservoir mounted above it and preventing access to it in the field. While the
battery life has not been a problem with the EVAs performed to date, it would be desirable to make the batteries easily
changed in the field; this would allow the choice to increase the battery replacement frequency to reduce the weight
carried in the backpack.

The MX-D batteries chosen are commercial DeWalt DCB205 lithium ion batteries, which supply 20V at 5 A-hrs.
The resultant 100 W-hr capacity is the limit for batteries to be legally carried in checked luggage on aircraft without
special accommodation, and can be easily air-freighted or purchased in hardware stores. Two mounts on the external
surface of the MX-D suits will support these batteries, allowing continual power to onboard systems while the batteries
are changed out one at a time. The 200 W-hrs of the paired MX-D batteries are only 60% of the energy storage of
the previous LiFePO4 batteries; however, the modifications to the ventilation system have reduced total suit power
demand from 63 W to 23 W in nominal use. This represents a 63% reduction in power usage, so that new batteries
should provide 62% increase in useful duration even before the capacity to replace them in the field.

A study is currently underway to investigate potential locations for the battery attach points on the MX-D, including
the back and side faces of the backpack and on the chest of the suit itself. Like the ice reservoirs, the battery mounting
location on the back of the backpack is not accessible to the suit wearer, and replacement activities would have to be
performed by a second EVA crew. Battery locations on the sides of the backpack may be reachable by the wearer,
particularly if mounted towards the lower end, but this will be investigated during testing. The front locations are easily
reachable, but could interfere with both the ideal two-hand reach envelope for the suit and downward visibility for safe
walking. There are also technical issues on having rigid battery mounts on an unpressurized fabric suit, including load
paths for the battery weight and integrating the battery locations with body seal closures for suit ingress and egress.

D. Backpack Design

The MX-C backpack is a lightweight frame made of PVC tubing, covered with ripstop nylon representing a ther-
mal/micrometeoroid material and connected to a high-end backpack frame inside the suit garment itself. The backpack
frame was a major advance from the simple waist and shoulder straps of the MX-A/B, and will be continued in the
MX-D. However, the backpack frame system chosen for MX-D is a MOLLE (Modular Lightweight Load-Carrying
Equipment) molded plastic frame, rather than the tubular metal frame used in the MX-C. The MOLLE backpack offers

bTests with varying backpack centers of gravity in ballasted underwater and parabolic flight simulations have shown that astronaut stability in
both traverses and exploration sampling tasks are seriously destabilized as the CG moves upwards and aft.9
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advantages in load distribution and mounting locations for both the backpack enclosure and the internal components,
and at 2.2 kg is marginally lighter than the metal frame used in MX-C.

As shown in Figure 9, the MX-D backpack is permanently integrated with the helmet and visor assembly, offering
a simplified procedure for donning and doffing. Rather than the separate hemispherical visor assembly of the MX-C,
the MX-D visor will be separate visor and helmet components, hinged so that the visor can be retracted during donning
and doffing procedures, and quickly opened by the subject in the field in the event of a contingency (Figure 10). This
figure also shows a bank of three Microview controller/monitor units mounted on the helmet ring for ease of viewing.
Each of these units incorporates an ATmega328P micro controller and 64x48 pixel OLED graphic displays for crew
displays and prompts. The current plan is that one of these units will each monitor and control the power supply,
ventilation, and water cooling systems of the MX-D.

Figure 9. Isometric view of backpack/helmet assembly Figure 10. Visor in raised position

The backpack enclosure is baselined to be fabricated using additive manufacturing techniques to allow complex
curvatures and the incorporation of external and internal features. The cylindrical ice water reservoirs will be inserted
through a hatch in the back surface of the backpack, engaging both fluid connectors and electrical contacts in the
process of insertion. A simple latch will hold the reservoir in, allowing for removal and replacement by a second
person also in an MX-D suit simulator. The dual lithium-ion batteries will be externally mounted on the backpack,
allowing sequential change-out while maintaining power on all suit systems continuously. This system will provide
simple access to the interior for maintenance on the air ventilation system when required.

E. Suit Garment Design

The garment is not a large contributor to carried weight, but is key to simulating the bulk and restriction of a pressurized
suit. As discussed earlier, accurately representing the joint torques of a pressurized suit is a low priority, both because
of the additional mass this would require, and due to the expectation that advanced EVA suits for planetary exploration
should have markedly improved joint torque characteristics as compared to current operational suits. The approach
used to date in the MX-series of suit simulators, which relies on tailoring and padding within the garment structure,
has proven adequate for field testing purposes. One problem which manifested itself in extended use of the MX-C
suits was that the inner padding material migrated with time to the distal end of the limbs, which added to the separate
problem of inadequate sizing capability. The garments for all three series of MX- simulators were based on the same
form, which was for a smaller-sized individual. One change for MX-D will be the incorporation of easily-adjusted
sizing rings in the arms and legs, as well as developing a set of standardized torso sizes to accommodate a wider range
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of the population. Whereas the MX-C was comfortably limited to wearers of about 5’9” and below, the design goal
for the MX-D is to accommodate subjects from 5th percentile female to 95th percentile male, which covers the entire
range of the current U.S. astronaut population.

Perhaps the largest single concern of all of the HI-SEAS test subjects using the MX-C suits was that of safety in
a contingency situation. Unlike non-isolation field tests like the UMd/ASU simulations or NASA’s Desert RATS, the
HI-SEAS operations are aimed at fidelity to an exploration mission scenario, and the crew performing the EVA are
the only help available in the event of an injury or illness. The MX-C suits require help to ingress and egress, and
(for example) if a test subject were to pass out in the middle of a simulated EVA and need extraction from the suit, it
would be difficult for a second subject in an MX-C to extract the injured crew member from the suit, and difficult to
impossible to doff their own suit unaided. While the helmets can be easily removed if necessary, the extra suit weight
(mostly concentrated in the backpack) would add to the carry mass for the rescuer.

The current suit envelope is based on a one-piece design, optimized to give the wearer access to the inside of the
front torso area for adjusting backpack straps prior to zipping the suit closed. To allow the zippers to be reachable in
the closed configuration to the wearer, they are started at the center of the back under the backpack, which requires a
second person to bring the two sides of the zipper together to start the closure process. The current stock water cooling
tubes also exit at this point and enter the backpack for connection to the water pump in the cooling reservoir. Suit
functions (ventilation air and cooling settings) are on a control panel on the port side of the backpack, and are also not
reachable by the wearer. The process of ingress and egress of the suit can be challenging, as the subject can choose to
either enter the lower torso assembly first to get their legs into the suit, then “jackknife” into the upper torso (a very
similar maneuver to ingressing an Apollo A7L-B suit), or (for the more flexible) put the upper torso and backpack
on first, then bring the legs all the way up to the chest to get them into the lower torso assembly. In either case, the
subject has to be careful to get their arms into the right configuration beneath the backpack frame shoulder straps when
ingressing the upper torso and arm assembly. There is also an issue with the limb ventilation tubing, which cannot
be mounted permanently in the garment without further restricting ingress and egress, and cannot be attached to the
wearer because of the range of motions required for donning and doffing the suit.

For the MX-D, a large number of alternative designs were considered for suit ingress and egress. Rear entry
configurations would ease some aspects of ingress and egress, but it would be difficult to adjust backpack straps at the
front of the wearer inside the suit, and the structures required for a rear-hatch body seal closure would significantly
add to the weight of the suit assembly. The same problem would hold true of the two-piece waist entry configuration
from MX-A or the EMU. In fact, the ideal donning/doffing scenario would allow free and unfettered access to the front
of the wearer’s torso for adjusting the backpack straps, then ingressing the suit garment without the requirement for
contortions in the process. While it would be preferable to have single-piece (non-separable) zippers, it was realized
that all of the better solutions required complete separation of the two pieces of the suit during initial ingress or egress.

The final design adopted was similar to the dual-plane body seal closure of the Litton RX-3 suit. The backpack
will be permanently attached to the helmet mounting ring, but will otherwise only have a narrow periphery of fabric for
suit attachment. The main garment will be a single-piece fabric assembly with legs and arms, but the entire back and
neck area will be open. The MX-D wearer will put on the backpack in the same manner a hiker puts on a backpack,
adjusting the straps for their own personal preferences and comfort. The connection between the liquid cooling vest
and the backpack tubing will be made in front of the wearer, and the limb ventilation tubes will be softly attached
with hook-and-fastener straps at the wrists and ankles. At that point, the wearer can pull on the fabric garment at
the legs, and then easily pull up the forward torso assembly to insert their arms into the suit arms. A short “bib” of
fabric hanging down from the front of the helmet ring will mount a small display and control module (DCM) adequate
to allow the wearer to control their ventilation and cooling flows, with monitoring and other displays above on the
Microview array. The body closure will be two zippers which start at the bottom of the DCM bib, and are then routed
above the shoulders, down the sides of the backpack, and meet at the center of the back below the backpack. 30-40 cm
pull lanyards will be attached to the zipper pulls to facilitate this process, although it would be easiest to have a second
person complete the zipper closure under the backpack. At the completion of ingress, the zipper pulls are secured
around the waist of the suit by hook-and-loop fasteners within easy reach of the wearer.

In case of a need for emergency egress, the wearer can grasp the zipper lanyards, pull outwards to unzip underneath
the backpack, then pull upwards over the shoulder and down in front. At this point the suit garment can be pulled off
the arms, and then “stepped out of” like a conventional pair of pants. The wearer could then easily unsnap and/or
loosen the backpack straps, drop the backpack, and be essentially in a shirtsleeve condition. For an incapacitated
subject, the same process would allow quick removal of the garment, followed by release of the backpack straps and
lifting the patient off the backpack for emergency treatment and/or evacuation.
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F. Helmet Design

As described above, the MX-D helmet is integral to the backpack, for ease in ingress and egress. To ensure unfettered
respiration during donning and doffing, the separable hemispherical bubble helmet will be replaced by a movable visor
which can be retracted during “airlock” operations and latched shut for the simulated EVA. This will also allow quick
access in the event of a ventilation failure or rescue of an unconscious suit subject.

This approach is also extensible to the incorporation of outer visors, similar to the tinted visors and sunshades
of the shuttle external visor assembly (SEVA). In addition to shaded visors or opaque sun shields, this configuration
would also allow technology assessment studies, such as providing partially-mirrored visors for projection of data onto
the visors as desired without full-time visual impediments.

G. Gloves and Boots

There is arguably no single portion of a spacesuit or a suit simulator that has so much to do with user performance
and comfort as the gloves. Pressurized gloves provide a uniquely difficult operating environment for the wearer of
a spacesuit, and the bulk and joint torques of a spacesuit glove are impractical to represent routinely. At the Space
Systems Laboratory, suit simulator runs which require additional fidelity of hand restrictions are performed with a pair
of Russian Orlan gloves, which limit the test subject population to those with hands small enough to fit in the gloves
owned by the laboratory. For more routine operations, the MX-C design team selected thick work gloves, and sewed a
nylon ripstop gauntlet onto the gloves to represent the gauntlets of pressure suit gloves. This provides a restriction on
tactile feedback and manual dexterity, without compromising the safety of the test subject due to extreme hand fatigue
over the course of the run.

The plan for simulated spacesuit footwear has been to defer to the wearer’s choice for their own field footwear,
typically hiking boots. It was felt that the fit and stability of the user’s footwear was a safety critical issue in field
testing, and that much of the recent development in pressure suit footwear has been aimed at leveraging common
hiking footwear to get better walking interfaces for the astronaut in planetary surface traverses. Allowing the test
subjects to use their own personal footwear provided maximum assurance of field safety. Fabric chaps were developed
to cover the footwear to increase the visual fidelity of the suit, but these have generally not been used in day-to-day
operations.

IV. Neutral Buoyancy Variants

While the discussion to this point has focused on the use of suit simulators for analog field trials, there is another
entire class of testing to be considered: neutral buoyancy simulation. The same factors arguing for the availability
of suit simulators in field trials pertain to underwater simulation, with the added design burden of the continual need
for life support functions for the wearer. Use of the underwater environment provides the best long-term simulation
of microgravity, and can also be used for simulation of the gravitational environment of the moon or Mars with
appropriate ballasting (Figure 11). The use of neutral buoyancy can offer additional benefits over traditional field
work, including instrumentation such as motion tracking systems.

Following its replacement by the MX-C series for field trials, the MX-B pressure suit was modified for use in the
University of Maryland Neutral Buoyancy Research Facility (NBRF). The suit garment was capable of being used in
the water environment without modifications, although the internal padding of the suit fabrication dictated long drying
times between runs. The field backpack was completely useless for underwater testing; in that environment, the subject
wears a standard scuba tank and backpack, along with a full-face mask to allow two-way audio communications with
the surface. A PVC frame with fabric covering was developed to attach to the scuba tank and represent the volumetric
envelope of a portable life support system. An example of the use of MX-B in underwater simulation is shown in
Figure 12. In this test, the subject wore Orlan pressure-suit gloves to more accurately represent manual dexterity in
spacesuits, and performed a number of tests of human and robot collaborative exploration of a small asteroid. MX-B
used a spherical two-piece helmet, with a fiberglass helmet and acrylic visor. For the underwater testing, the helmet
was used without the visor to allow the use of a standard full-face mask for breathing and communications. This
system worked well, but it did demonstrate the need for greater ventilation of the helmet to avoid trapping air bubbles
from the regulator.

The goal for MX-D is to be able to go back and forth from a field configuration to underwater testing with minimal
overhead. As was the case for the MX-B, the garment itself should be compatible with both conditions. To make
the conversion simple, it is planned to have separate field and underwater backpack and helmet assemblies. Both
versions will use the MOLLE backpack and straps, along with the fabric edging and zipper configuration to allow
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Figure 11. Study of walking gaits at lunar and Mars gravity by body
segment ballasting with motion capture

Figure 12. MX-B suit with Orlan gloves in simulation of EVA/robotic
asteroid exploration

the attachment of the garment. The underwater version will have a custom mount for a scuba tank on the backpack,
with an outer backpack structure to provide common volume and appearance to the field backpack. The helmet for
the underwater system will be similar to the fixed helmet and rotating faceplate of the field version, with the addition
of ventilation slots in the helmet for release of air bubbles and the deletion of the faceplate latch to ensure it can
be easily retracted in a contingency. The helmet will also be modified to allow a pass-through for the air hose and
communications line going to the full-face mask.

V. Future Plans

The first MX-D suit simulation is currently being fabricated at the University of Maryland. Following testing there,
it will be sent to HI-SEAS for field testing. If test protocols allow, it is hoped to have several MX-D suits for HI-SEAS
Mission 6 in 2018. In parallel, MX-D suits will be used for both field and underwater testing at the University of
Maryland.

Suit simulators can never perfectly represent the experience of wearing a pressurized spacesuit, and MX-D is
no exception to that rule. It offers the opportunity for wearers to perform simulated extravehicular operations while
experiencing some of the restrictions, without the operations and safety overhead of pressurized suits. The MX-D is
being designed for ease of use and simplicity of egress in the event of a contingency. The University of Maryland team
has every expectation, however, that it will eventually be followed by the MX-E and later, more advanced versions of
suit simulators as the United States proceeds with human exploration beyond low Earth orbit.
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